WranglerView Complete Release Notes
===============================================================================
Upcoming END OF LIFE announcement for WranglerView
===============================================================================
Beginning with the 6.8 release, WranglerView will be entering a "sunset"
phase. It will continue to ship until Qube v7.0.
WranglerView will not have any major new features or functionality added to
this or future versions, and any changes will be limited to bug fixes or
minor feature additions necessary to facilitate customer needs
until they can make the transition over to the new Qube UI.
From Qube 7.0 onwards, all major functionality encompassed in WranglerView is
anticipated to have been ported over to the framework that the current
ArtistView is built on. With some additional features added along the way,
this will be known as the new Qube UI.
There may be new minor features added to the administration and
wrangler-centric functionality of WranglerView as needed until such
time as the new Qube UI achieves parity with current
WranglerView functionality.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.10-1 FEATURES AND FIXES
------------------------------------------------------------------------------=========================
New features
=========================
@NEW add support for Maya 2018 release to WV batchRender UI
@NEW: add "setWidgetRequired" functionality, allow dynamically setting /
unsetting the "required" attribute which sets the label text and the validator
@NEW: support new install dir of modo v12
@NEW: add support for AE CC 2018
@NEW:3DS Max 2018 Jobtype Support for WranglerView
@NEW: add VRay rendering support
=========================
Fixes
=========================
@FIX: -mr:v flag present in file batchRender
@FIX: auto_remove worker flag missing from worker config dialogs
@FIX modo_cl executable widget always reverts to default value
@FIX: 'renderman' and shake submission UI's still present in AV/WV despite being unsupported now
@FIX: Mtor and XSI submission UI's still present in AV/WV despite being unsupported now
@FIX:Sketchup script arg parsing
=========================
Changes in behavior
=========================
@CHANGE:remove references to 3DS Max 2008 and 2009

===============================================================================
Highlighted 6.10 Features and Changes
===============================================================================

Better support for Adobe AfterEffects varied naming
formats (CS6, CC, CC 2015.3, etc...)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.10-0 FEATURES AND FIXES
------------------------------------------------------------------------------=========================
New features
=========================
==== CL 18397 ====
@NEW: AfterEffects cmdrange and AppFinder submission UI's now present a pull-down list of AE release names (CS 6, CC 2017, etc)
==== CL 18360 ====
@NEW: add a column for the new "license provider" worker attribute
@NEW: add "License Provider" filter widget to host list toolbar
==== CL 18303 ====
@NEW: add support for "no_defaults" job flag
==== CL 18299 ====
@NEW: Add support for new "disable_submit_check" supervisor_flag
=========================
Fixes
=========================
==== CL 18359 ====
@FIX: CC year not calculated properly for versions past 2015
==== CL 18358 ====
@FIX: WV specifically submits with deferTableCreation disabled
=========================
Changes in behavior
=========================
==== CL 18297 ====
@CHANGE: don't need to be in "expert mode" to view frame range execution (single frame, chunk, partition) and chunk/partition size controls
==== CL 18359 ====
@CHANGE: aerender jobs now use the python-based pyCmdline or pyCmdrange jobtypes instead of cmdline/cmdrange

